HOW TO FILL OUT YOUR 4-H STILL LIFE & ANIMAL ENTRY FORM
Jane Doe, a Junior, is a 4-H’er who turned 10 by October 1, 2021. Jane enrolled in rabbit and
horse projects this year. Jane did a Demonstration in front of judges before the Fair at a contest.
She will enter that plus her placing so that Premium Points are recorded for it. She also qualified
and wants to demonstrate again at the Fair. She will enter Dept. 1, Class B for a possible prize (but
not for Premium Points). Jane has a completely original educational poster and will enter it in
Department 4, Class B and Lot 1, since she is a Junior. Jane’s Club (entered under the Leader’s
name) will enter a Booth, but Jane will not record this contest on her entry form. The Small Animal
Round Robin Superintendent will enter Jane into the Round Robin, if she qualifies at the Fair. She
has entered each Dept. in numerical order to make recording easier. Jane uses the Animal & Still
Life Entry Form which look like this:
DEPT
1
1
4

CLASS
A
B
B

LOT
1
1
1

DESCRIPTION
Judged Demo at Contest
Demonstration at Fair
Original Poster

AWARD
Blue

Jane wants to show and enter her rabbit at the fair, too. The Premium Book says Rabbits are in
Dept. 28. Jane knows that she must enter judging for small animals and must do showmanship
with her rabbit. These are classes A and B respectively. For showmanship, she is the one being
judged, so the lot number refers to her (Lot 1 Jr). The rabbit will enter a “Type Class.” The rabbit
is a buck under 9 lbs. and older than 6 months old. The rabbit belongs in Class C (for light breeds)
and Lot 3 (the rabbit is old enough to be called a “Senior”). This is how Jane will continue her
entries on the same form with her rabbit project:
DEPT

CLASS

LOT

DESCRIPTION

28

A

1

Judging/Rabbit-Sm. Animal

28

B

1

Rabbit Showmanship-Jr.

28

C

3

Lt. Sr. Buck

39

A

1

Judging/Horse

AWARD

Jane has a horse, and she wants to show at the Fair. Jane would like to participate in the judging
class, so she will add this entry to the same form. She is now ready to send this form to the 4-H
Extension Office. Jane wants to enter in horse classes and games now, so she will use the 4-H
Horse Entry Form found in the Premium Book to enter her classes and send it to the Fair Office.
She will use the Horse Schedule to help her sign up for the horse classes she is interested in and
won’t conflict with her other projects.
Note: These forms will be used for data entry, animal exhibit space, and to set up classes. The
Superintendents will receive this information. Please be accurate and use the Premium Book
Department, Class, and Lot listings. Please contact the 4-H Extension Office for Entry Forms,
Schedules or with any questions at (360) 370-7662.
Please see the Entry Form for all deadlines. Thank you!
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